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Set-Point Navigation of a Redundant Robot in Uncertain Environments
using Finite Range Sensors
Apoorva Kapadia, Enver Tatlicioglu, and Darren M. Dawson
Abstract: In this work, control of redundant robot
manipulators in an uncertain environment is considered.
The manipulator is equipped with finite range sensors to
detect obstacles in its workspace. A navigation functionbased kinematic controller is proposed to ensure the regulation of the end-effector to a desired set-point while the
entire manipulator simultaneously avoids the obstacle points
detected by the sensors. A joint-space controller is then
utilized to ensure asymptotic tracking of the desired jointspace trajectory.
I. I NTRODUCTION
While there are multiple definitions available to explain
redundancy in robots [1], the most widely used form in
the literature is kinematic redundancy, where the number of
joints of a robot manipulator is greater than the degrees of
freedom in its task-space. This property of redundant robot
manipulators is essential for various applications, especially
those requiring the manipulator to perform complex tasks.
As explained in [2], [3], [4] and [5], there are an infinite
number of solutions possible for the inverse kinematics
since redundant robot manipulators can have multiple joint
configurations for the same end-effector position. As a result,
there exists joint motion which can be propagated in the nullspace of the manipulator Jacobian matrix without affecting
the end-effector position, a phenomenon commonly referred
to as self-motion.
Some of the previous research has focused on utilizing
the kinematic redundancy of such manipulators to achieve
task-space tracking while also meeting various secondary
objectives. Seraji [6] explained configuration control methods
by achieving task-space tracking while using the redundancy
of the robot manipulator to satisfy kinematic and dynamic
constraints. Hsu et al. [7] outlined a control law that guaranteed tracking of a desired end-effector trajectory while
controlling the joint velocities of the redundant manipulator. Kircanski and Vukobratovic [8] discussed the use of
kinematic redundancy to simplify the control problem in
obstructed workspaces. Zergeroglu et al. [9] developed an
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adaptive controller for redundant manipulators to compensate
for uncertainties in the dynamic model by proposing a nonlinear controller dependent on the system model to perform
task-space tracking while meeting sub-task objectives. This
issue was further addressed by Tatlicioglu et al. [10] by
implementing the controller from [11] while integrating the
sub-task controller in the stability analysis.
Past research has also analyzed utilizing the self-motion
property of redundant manipulators to avoid obstacles in its
workspace. Maciejewski et al. [12], and Lozano-Perez [13]
proposed control schemes to avoid obstacles present in the
workspace of the redundant robot manipulator. Baillieul [14]
presented a method realizing constrained motions for the
joint variables of a redundant robot manipulator to avoid
disc-like obstacles. Jou et al. [15] developed one of the
first methods for a 3-link revolute planar redundant robot
manipulator to navigate through a known environment with
pre-defined disc-like obstacles which could be extended to
more general shapes. In order to avoid collisions between
the manipulator and the obstacles, the authors defined two
regions; the obstructed region and the collision-free region in
which manipulator operated, with the algorithm also ensuring
singularity avoidance and minimum joint rate. Khatib [16]
presented a real-time obstacle avoidance approach for general manipulators using the artificial potential field method
first outlined by Koditschek and Rimon [17] which could
be adapted for redundant robot manipulators. Nemec and
Zlajpah [18] devised a force control method for redundant
manipulators operating in an unstructured static environment.
To compensate for the unknown workspace, Nemec and Zlajpah allowed the manipulator to bump into the obstacle while
ensuring that the resulting forces are minimized to prevent
damage to the manipulator and the obstacle. Charifa and
Masoud [19] described a potential-field based motion planner
for a mobile robot in a complex, static unknown environment
using information acquired from finite range sensors. The
aforementioned papers were susceptible to the local minima
problem inherent in potential-field approaches as well as
potentially damaging contact between the manipulator joints
and the obstacles, issues that are still open research problems.
In this paper, a kinematically redundant robot manipulator,
equipped with finite range sensors, is considered to be placed
in an uncertain environment. These sensors detect obstacles
as points that must be avoided by the entire manipulator. The
control objective is to regulate the robot manipulator’s endeffector to a desired set-point while simultaneously avoiding
the unknown obstacles in the workspace as they are detected.
To meet the control objectives, a kinematic controller is
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presented in the form of two sub-controllers namely, the taskspace and null-space controllers. The end-effector controller
(task-space controller) drives the end-effector to a desired
set-point by utilizing a navigation function-based control
scheme. Taking advantage of self-motion in kinematically
redundant robots, the null-space controller repels the body
of the manipulator away from the detected obstacle points
while the end-effector is driven to the goal point. A desired
joint level trajectory is developed by filtering the kinematic
controller [20] and the control algorithm developed by Xian
et al. [21] is then utilized as the jont-space controller.
This controller provides asymptotic tracking of a desired
trajectory for a class of non-linear systems with uncertain
dynamic models.
The paper is organized as follows, Section II defines and
develops the robot models as well as the necessary functions
for controller development. Section III describes the development of the primary controller, i.e. the end-effector controller, along with the associated stability analysis. Section
IV describes the null-space controller and the accompanying
stability analysis. Section V details the robot manipulator
trajectory generator and the joint-space controller. We end
with concluding remarks in Section VI and some of the
important properties of the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse
are provided in Appendix I.
II. M ODEL D EVELOPMENT
An n-joint, revolute, direct drive redundant robot manipulator (n ≥ 6) is equipped with nd ∈ R+ finite-range sensors
mounted on its surface. These sensors are used to identify
obstacles that might obstruct the path of the manipulator as
it traverses the workspace.
A. Kinematic Model
Using the Denavit-Hartenberg method described in [22],
the kinematic model for the n-joint robot manipulator is
described as
xi = fi (q),
(1)
where i ∈ {1, nd} represents the detection points with
nd being the number of sensors and xi (t) ∈ Rm are
the coordinates of the ith detection point. Without loss of
generality, the sensors are assumed to be equidistant from
each other and uniformly distributed over the links of the
robot manipulator. The final sensor is assumed to be placed
on the end-effector, resulting in xnd = xe where xe (t) ∈ Rm
representing the task-space position of the end-effector. In
(1), fi (·) : Rn → Rm is the forward kinematics of the
manipulator, while q(t) ∈ Rn refers to the manipulator joint
position. The velocity kinematics for the manipulator can be
obtained by taking the time derivative of the kinematic model
in (1)
ẋi = Ji (q)q̇,
(2)
where Ji (·) ∈ Rm×n is the Jacobian matrix defined as
follows
∂fi (·)
,
(3)
Ji ,
∂q

where ẋi (t) represents the task-space velocity and q̇(t) is the
joint velocity.
B. Dynamic Model
The dynamic model of the robot manipulator is assumed
to be of the following form
M (q)q̈ + N (q, q̇) = τ (t),

(4)

where q̈(t) refers to the joint acceleration, M (·) ∈ Rn×n
is the unknown inertia matrix, N (·) ∈ Rn represents the
unknown dynamic effects due to Centripetal and Coriolis
forces, gravity and dynamic friction, and τ (t) ∈ Rn is the
control input torque vector. The subsequent development
requires the standard assumption that M (q) is symmetric
and positive-definite, and satisfies the following inequalities
[23]
m1 kξk2 ≤ ξ T M (q)ξ ≤ m2 kξk2

∀ξ ∈ Rn ,

where m1 , m2 ∈ R are positive constants and k · k denotes the standard Euclidean norm. In the subsequent development, it will be assumed that M (q), N (q, q̇) ∈ C 2 ,
and M (·), Ṁ (·), M̈...
(·), N (·), Ṅ (·), N̈ (·) ∈ L∞ provided
that q(t), q̇(t), q̈(t), q (t) ∈ L∞ . It is also assumed that
q(t), q̇(t) ∈ R are measurable.
The primary control objective is to ensure that the endeffector is regulated to a desired set-point, x∗ ∈ Rm . The
self-motion of the redundant robot manipulator is utilized
to introduce a secondary control objective to avoid the
obstacles while keeping the entire manipulator inside a
restricted workspace. To facilitate the design of the selfmotion controller, an obstacle detection function and a
workspace boundary function are introduced. To assist in
the development of these functions, a smooth bump function
ρh (·) : R+ → [0, 1], where ρh (x) is defined as


 1n

o for 0 ≤ x ∈ [0, h]
x−h
1
for x ∈ (h, 1)
ρh (x) ,
2 1 + cos π 1−h


0
otherwise.
(5)
where h ∈ (0, 1) is a positive constant. For different values
of h, the smooth bump function is given in Figure 1. An
important property of the smooth bump function is that
it allows for an analytically smooth transition over a unit
interval, with the derivatives of the function being equal
to zero at the end-points. Given that the sensors have a
finite range, the smooth bump function provides an analytical
switch from zero to one of the repulsion due to the obstacles
present in the workspace and the workspace boundary.
C. Workspace Boundary Function
As seen in [24], the workspace boundary function for
the robot manipulator denoted by β w (·) ∈ R is defined as
follows


nd
Y
1
kxi − xw k ,
ρh w
βw ,
(6)
rw − rs,min
i=1
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E. Navigation Function Development
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Fig. 1.

Smooth Bump Function Plots for Different Values of h.

where rw ∈ R is the radius of the workspace, xw ∈ R3 is
the coordinates of the workspace center, rs,max ∈ R and
rs,min ∈ R are the sensor’s maximum and minimum range,
r −r
respectively, and hw , rww −rs,max
. The application of the
s,min
smooth bump function in (5) on the workspace boundary
is denoted by ρhw . The boundary function establishes the
relationship between the workspace boundary and the position of the joints of the manipulator and its objective is to
prevent any manipulator link from coming into contact with
any part of the workspace edge. From (6), it can be seen that
β w (·) ∈ R satisfies

0
At least one manipulator link makes



contact with the workspace boundary.
βw =



∈ (0, 1] Otherwise.

D. Obstacle Detection Function
The obstacles are detected as points that must be avoided
by the manipulator as the end-effector of the manipulator
moves towards its goal position. If any of the manipulator
links approaches the ith obstacle (i ∈ N), it is detected using
the following function


1
kxi − xo k ,
(7)
β i , 1 − ρho
rs,max
rs,min
rs,max

and xo ∈ Rm is the coordinates of the
where ho ,
detected obstacle point that is to be avoided and its use in the
smooth bump function is given by ρho . It can be seen that the
obstacle function β i (·) = 0 when the manipulator touches an
obstacle while β i (·) > 0 when no contact is made.
Remark 1: The sensors can also detect manipulator links
as obstacle points, allowing our algorithm to also be used
to assist the manipulator avoid its joint limits.
Remark 2: It should be noted that the control methodology
presented in this paper could also be implemented using
calibrated cameras instead of the finite range sensors. The
camera could detect the edges of the obstacles in its field
of view as feature points which can be tracked as obstacle
points to be avoided.

kxe − x∗ k2
1

,

(8)

(kxe − x∗ k2κ + β) κ

where κ ∈ R is a positive constant and β(t) ∈ R is defined
as follows
nd
Y
βi.
(9)
β , βw
i=1

It should be noted that ϕ(xe ) is designed such that when
ϕ (xe ) ∈ L∞ , then xe (t) ∈ L∞ .
Remark 3: It should be noted that Koditschek and Rimon
[25] formally showed that it was not mathematically possible
to construct a navigation function ϕ (xe ), that satisfies
∂
∗
∂xe ϕ (xe ) = 0 only at xe (t) = xe thus having strict global
navigation capabilities. This is because the appearance of
unstable equilibrium points (also called saddle points) as
local minima in the free configuration space of the manipulator is inevitable, as shown in [17]. However, this does not
cause problems in practice because the domain of attraction
of these saddle points is infinitely thin. For more information
on navigation functions, see [24] and [25].
III. C ONTROL D EVELOPMENT
A. Kinematic Controller Design
For the design of the kinematic controller, it is assumed
that the manipulator joint velocities will serve as the control
input such that
q̇ = u,
(10)
where u(t) ∈ Rn is of the following form

u , Je+ ue + In − Je+ Je um ,

(11)

where In ∈ Rn×n is the standard identity matrix, Je =
Jnd , Je+ (q) ∈ Rn×m is the pseudo-inverse1 of Je (t) defined
−1
, ue (t) ∈ Rm is the end-effector
as Je+ , JeT Je JeT
controller and um (t) ∈ Rn is the null-space controller.
Remark 4: It is assumed that the minimum singular value
of the manipulator Jacobian matrix, denoted by φm , is
lower bounded by a known constant δ ∈ R+ . This ensures
max{kJn+ (q)k} is always known a priori allowing for all
kinematic singularities to be avoided.
1 The properties of the pseudo-inverse used in the development of our
controller are provided in Appendix I.
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B. Path Planner Design
Based on the subsequent stability analysis, the end-effector
controller is designed as follows
T

∂ϕ (xe )
,
(12)
ue , −Ke
∂xe
where Ke ∈ Rm×m is a positive definite, diagonal gain
matrix.
C. Stability Analysis
Theorem 1: Contingent upon xe (0) ∈ D the end-effector
controller in (12) ensures xe (t) ∈ D ∀t and the end-effector
is driven to the desired goal point such that
xe (t) → x∗ as t → ∞.
Proof: Refer to [24] for a similar result.

(13)

IV. N ULL S PACE C ONTROLLER
To harness the property of self-motion for redundant robot
manipulators, a null-space controller is designed to ensure
the end-effector as well as the body of the manipulator are
repelled from any detected obstacle, while the end-effector
controller simultaneously navigates the end-effector to the
desired goal point. An auxiliary positive function ya (t) ∈ R
is defined as
nd
X
hi (xi ) ,
(14)
ya ,

After substituting (11) into (17), the following expression is
obtained

(19)
y˙a = Js Je+ ue + Js In − Je+ Je um .

Based on the subsequent stability analysis, the null-space
controller is designed as

T
um , −km Js In − Je+ Je
ya ,
(20)
where km ∈ R is a positive constant. After substituting (20)
into (19) the following expression is obtained
 2
ya .
(21)
y˙a = Js Je+ ue − km Js In − Je+ Je

A. Stability Analysis

Theorem 2: The null-space controller described in (20)
guarantees that ya (t) is globally uniformly ultimately
bounded such that
r
ω
(22)
|ya | ≤ ya2 (t0 ) exp(−2µt) + ,
µ
provided the following sufficient condition is satisfied
km >


where hi (xi ) , khi exp
(xi ) , where khi , αi ∈ R
are positive constants, β i (xi ) ∈ R is the obstacle detection
function defined in (7) and exp (·) is the standard logarithmic
exponential function. The usefulness of this auxiliary positive
function is due to the fact that it relates the geometric
information of the surface of an obstacle to the manipulator
joint positions while attempting to keep the manipulator body
away from the obstacles, utilizing the self-motion property
of redundant manipulators. For a detailed explanation of this
auxiliary function, refer to [10].
The following expression can be obtained from the time
derivative of (14)


ẋ1
∂ya (x1 , . . . , xe )  . 
  ..  .

(15)
y˙a =
∂ xT1 . . . xTe
ẋe
From (2) and (10), we obtain
ẋi = Ji u ∀i.

(16)

After substituting (16) into (15), we get
y˙a = Js u,
where Js (t) ∈ R1×n is a Jacobian-type vector


J1
∂ya (x1 , . . . , xe )  . 
  ..  .

Js ,
∂ xT1 . . . xTe
Je

(17)

(18)

(23)

where ω, µ, δ 1 and δ 2 ∈ R are positive constants.
Proof: See [10] for a similar proof.

i=1

−αi β 2i

1
,
δ1δ2

V. DYNAMIC C ONTROLLER
In this section, a desired joint trajectory is designed. The
structure of the desired trajectory generator is influenced by
the subsequently designed joint-space controller [21] which
requires that the desired trajectory be bounded up to its fourth
order derivative.
A. Desired Trajectory Generator
The desired joint trajectory qd (t) ∈ Rn is generated using
the following expression [20]
qd (s) ,

1
s
ǫ

+1



s
κ

+1

3 Sat (u) ,

(24)

where s ∈ C is the Laplace variable, ǫ ∈ R is a small positive
constant and κ ∈ R is a large positive constant and u(t) is
the kinematic controller defined in (11). In (24), Sat(·) ∈ Rn
is the vector saturation function defined as follows

T
Sat(η) , sat (η 1 ) sat (η 2 ) . . . sat (η n )
, (25)
T

where η = [η 1 η 2 . . . η n ] ∈ Rn and sat (η i ) ∈ R ∀i =
1, . . . , n is defined as

 −η min if η i ≤ −η min
η
if η i > −η min or η i < η max
sat (η i ) ,
 i
η max
if η i ≥ η max .

where η min and η max ∈ R are the upper and lower saturation
values, respectively. The trajectory generator in (24) implies
...
....
that qd (t), q˙d (t), q¨d (t), qd (t), qd (t) ∈ L∞ .
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B. Control Development
The control objective is to ensure that the manipulator
asymptotically tracks the desired trajectory qd (t) such that
q(t) → qd (t) as t → ∞. To ensure asymptotic tracking, we
define an error signal e1 (t) ∈ Rn such that
e1 , qd − q.

(26)

To facilitate in the control development, a filtered tracking
error signal denoted by e2 (t) ∈ Rn is defined as
e2 , ė1 + Υ1 e1 ,

t0

+Λ

t

Sgn (e2 (Ω)) dΩ,

(28)

t0

where Υ2 ∈ R+ is a positive constant while Kc and Λ ∈
Rn×n are positive definite diagonal control gain matrices.
The vector signum function Sgn(·) ∈ Rn is defined as

T
Sgn(η) , sgn (η 1 ) sgn (η 2 ) . . . sgn (η n )
,
(29)
T
∀η = [η 1 η 2 . . . η n ] ∈ Rn . The use of this controller was
facilitated by its ability to compensate for the uncertainties
present in the dynamic model.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a navigation function-based controller for
a kinematically redundant robot manipulator, equipped with
finite-range sensors, in an uncertain environment was developed. A kinematic controller was presented that navigates
the end-effector of the robot manipulator to a desired setpoint while simultaneously repelling the entire manipulator
away from the obstacles all along forcing it to remain in the
workspace. The desired joint-space trajectory was generated
by filtering the kinematic controller and the control developed in [21] was applied to ensure asymptotic tracking of the
desired trajectory while compensating for the uncertainties in
the manipulator dynamic model.
A PPENDIX I
P SEUDO - INVERSE P ROPERTIES
For the development of the kinematic controller, the
pseudo-inverse of Je (q), denoted by Je+ (q) ∈ Rn×m , which
is defined as
−1
,
(30)
Je+ , JeT Je JeT

where Je+ (t) is given by

Je Je+ = Im ,

Je Je+ Je = Je
T
(Je+ Je ) = Je+ Je

(31)

Je+ Je Je+ = Je+
T
(Je Je+ ) = Je Je+

(32)

In addition the the properties listed above, the matrix
(In − Je+ Je ) also satisfies these useful properties,
(In − Je+ Je ) (In − Je+ Je ) = In − Je+ Je
T
(In − Je+ Je ) = (In − Je+ Je )
Je (In − Je+ Je ) = 0m×n
(In − Je+ Je ) Je+ = 0n×m .

(27)

where Υ1 ∈ R+ is a positive control gain.
Since the dynamic model of the robot manipulator in (4)
is assumed to be uncertain, to achieve the tracking objective
detailed above, the control law outlined in [21] is applied as
the joint-space controller such that


Z t
τ = (Kc + In ) e2 (t) − e2 (t0 ) + Υ2
e2 (Ω) dΩ
Z

and Im ∈ Rm×m is the standard identity matrix. As described in [3], the pseudo-inverse defined in (30) satisfies
the Moore-Penrose conditions given by

(33)
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